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Letter from the Secretary General 

Distinguished participants and my future family members, 

I, as the Presidents of Acıbadem University Model United Nations Club and Acıbadem University 
Model United Nations Conference 2020, would like to welcome you all to the very first session of 
ACUMUN which will be held on 17-20 January 2020. It is more than an honor for me to be able to 
lead such a precious and professional team under the umbrella of newly-established ACUMUNC as, 
with its unprecedented campus and well-qualified members, it will be one of the most important 
entities in MUN community. 

In this conference, we prepared highly special committees with very specific procedures which are 
gathered from not only United Nations bodies but also other governmental bodies. Before stating 
several details upon our committees, I would like to proudly mention Midnight Crisis system which 
was simulated by me and my crisis team for the first time in Turkey and spread throughout other 
conferences. Since our first application of this unique procedure in HPALMUN, we have been 
supervising the ways to implement it in a better way and hopefully, you will have the chance to 
experience it. Starting from our committees, we have SOCHUM from our previous conference as 
being the most demanded committee within our application process. Our committees are all in 
Harvard Rules of Procedure so you can really experience a high-level academic quality even if it is 
commonly suggested to beginners and intermediate delegates. What is more, we have expert 
committee on child rights which is a common and remarkable subject lately, considering latest news 
upon numerous violations. Apart from them, we have security-based committees with cabinets, 
councils, secret FBI missions, futuristic councils and of course, world wars. Although it is really hard 
to define every single of them as having complicated Rules of Procedures, you should believe me on 
that it will not even resemble to any of your previous experiences. Operations will be more detailed, 
this simulation would not be separated from its real version, so please check the real functions of your 
committees before coming to our conference. One more difference from your other experiences, -if 
you have experienced my crisis committees before when I was an USG, you would definitely know 
this- you will be experiencing really intense crisis committee with significant number of updates and 
outcomes of your actions. You will be in need of tackling every single issue detailedly and also 
simultaneously with other issues. It might seem like it will be hard, yes but, you will be enjoying the 
themes very much that you would not like to leave this conference on 20th January. 

Apart from the context of the committees, whole committees will be directed in accordance to 
Harvard Rules of Procedure which is more delegate-centered version that allows the members of the 
committees to firstly discuss the content of possible resolutions and than write it jointly. Other crisis 
committees would have several additional procedures that are specific to committee structure. 



Summing up, we are preparing a conference with the best academic and organizational quality. We 
will have numerous surprises for you within the conference process. 

Do not forget, we are Acıbadem, it is your place, it is where we unite the worlds. 

I am really excited to see you all in the Conference. 

Yours sincerely, 
Korhan KARADENIZ 

President of ACUMUNC and ACUMUN 20’ 



Letter from the Under Secretary General 

Esteemed members of Futuristic UNSC, honorable guests and observers, 

First of all, I would like to welcome you all to Acumun 2020. Over the years of studying in 
university, I've been a part of many mun conferences, made really close friends from muns 
and learned immensely from my experiences and it is safe to say that the most fun I started 
having was preparing my own committees and implementing my own ideas in those 
committees. I always wanted to prepare a futuristic committee because I love seeing 
participants react to unexpected situations and outcomes. In this year’s Acumun conference I 
was given the chance to do so. 

Our committee will take place in the year of 2051. A lot has happened between 2020 and 
2051, our timeline will only cover the ones that are important for the committee, take notes 
members of the council. Nothing in the timeline is a simple news or a small update. I suggest 
you to read carefully, and if I were you more than once. Here is a small depiction of what 
2051 World looks like. America is on the verge of  being constitutionally divided, eco-
terrorism still menace over the world. The new implementation on UNSC and the unrest that 
it causes in the committee for the P5 members. World’s %70 of oil reserves becoming 
unusable and the sustain of production becoming one of the biggest problems of the era. The 
problems of the committee does not end with the ones mentioned above, you will have many 
challenges in these for days. Being creative and thinking outside the box is the most important 
trade a member will have for this committee. I hope everyone of you will be prepared for the 
chaos that will take the committee hostage. 

                                                                    Achieve Greatness in Chaos! 
                                                   Barış İzzet Sarıahmet - Under Secretary General 



The New United Nations Security Council 

The United Nations Security Council is one of the six organs of the United Nations, charged with 
ensuring international peace and security, accepting new members to the United Nations and 
approving any changes to its charter. The Council is composed of 20 Members: Five 
permanent members: the People's Republic of China, Republic of Turkey, Russian Federation, the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the United States of America, five semi 
permanent members elected for four-year terms and ten non-permanent members elected for two-year 
terms by the General Assembly. The Security Council has primary responsibility for the maintenance 
of international peace and security. It is for the Security Council to determine when and where a UN 
peace operation should be deployed. All members of the United Nations agree to accept and carry out 
the decisions of the Security Council. While other organs of the United Nations make 
recommendations to member states, only the Security Council has the power to make decisions that 
member states are then obligated to implement under the Charter.  

The United Nations Security Council "power of veto" refers to the veto power by the five permanent 
members of the United Nations Security Council (the People’s Republic of China, Republic of 
Turkey, Russian Federation, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the 
United States of America), enabling them to prevent the adoption of any "substantive" resolution. 

After the events of 2030, United Nations Secretary General issued a statement in 2031 that the United 
Nations Security Council needs a reform due to being unable to work as it was meant to. France 
becoming a failed state, eco-terrorism happening around the globe and the seperation of USA, the 
council was not able to make quick decisions and the world was watching them. After the statement of 
the Secretary General council was pressured for a reform. In 2032, United Nations Security Council 
gathered in order to talk about the proposed reform. 

Here is the most noticeable changes in the proposed reform; 

- Due to France becoming a failed state, it is seen as the UN Secretary General that France 
should be replaced as a permanent member.  

- Permanent Member States holds too much power and there has to be a balance made between 
the permanent members and non-permanent members, it was proposed that a middle ground 
“semi-permanent members” should be placed as mediators in the council. 

- Semi-permanent members; 
+ There will be five seats for semi-permanent members, with the edition of the five 

semi-permanent members the total seats in the council reaches to twenty seats. 
+ When all 5 of the semi-permanent members votes in favor of the resolution, if a 

permanent member vetoes the resolution their veto will be overruled by the semi-



permanent members consensus vote on the resolution, this would be the case if two or 
more permanent members of the council vetoes the resolution it would still fail. 

+ If all semi-permanent members votes against a resolution, it will be counted as a veto 
and the resolution will fail in any case. Including if all the permanent members votes 
in favor, it will still be a failed resolution. 

+ Semi-permanent members will serve in the council for 6 years, these semi-permanent 
members are selected by the General Assembly with end of term year. 

+ A semi-permanent member who served for a term can not be chosen for the next 
term. This means that a country can be chosen as a semi-permanent member every 12 
years. 
  

The proposal mentioned above has been discussed and rejected by the UNSC’s permanent members 
for nine years. With the events of eco-terrorism and oil reservoirs being almost diminished, the 
eruption of Mount Etna, Russian Federation’s economical crisis, United States being on the verge of a 
split and France becoming a failed state left an opening in the world power order. USA and Russian 
Federation finally agreed upon the terms of the proposed reform and accepted the Republic of Turkey 
to take a seat as a permanent member in France’s position. France government was left without any 
option rather than accepting help from the Republic of Turkey and giving their seat in the UNSC.  



- United Nations Security Council’s 12.251th Meeting 

On 17th of January 2051, the United Nations Security Council will have their 12.251 meeting in the 
United Nations Headquarters. 

The main reason for the 12.251th meeting is about the latest updates that have been given on the 
timeline and the last terrorist attack by the group called One Earth. 

One Earth 

In year 2021, a group of environmentalist students who were studying environmental law in 
GeorgeTown University founded the organization called; One Earth. Their aim for this organization 
was to press on the issues of Global Warming, Greenhouse gases, Ozone Depletion and many other 
topics that is making our planet unsafe for humankind. In a short amount of time the non-
governmental organization was becoming popular in North America. In the second quarter of 2021, 
founders of the organization had many TV appearances in well known shows by the Americans, such 
as “Good Morning America”, “Late Late Show with James Cordon”,  “Jimmy Kimmel Live”. They 
were talking about how our planet is the only place habitable for us and even if humankind will find 
somewhere else to live, it will be too late for us to go there before this one becomes inhabitable and 
causes the population to fall under 5%. After their appearances in tv shows the organization was 
reached by many celebrities to donate money for their cause and promote their message actively and 
on social media. In 6 years One Earth reached over 300 million followers on Instagram, which was a 
first from an environmentalist organization. They were known worldwide by the second quarter of 
2027. Past 6 years One Earth gained followers and supporters from almost every region on the planet. 
Some of their followers had extremist ideas on how to save humankind. On 11th of April 2025, Henry 



Armstrong, one of the co-founders of One Earth has disappeared, his colleagues didn’t worry in the 
beginning because this was a usual behaviour of Henry he would be gone for a couple days and be 
back. They started to get suspicious after a week of no show from him. After reaching out to the 
authorities, they were thinking that it was a kidnapping case for ransom. But there was never a phone 
call for a ransom. The news outlets covered the disappearance of Henry over a month, his colleagues 
put out awards for any information about his whereabouts and no one had any real information about 
him. After a year of searching, the police had to cancel their search due to budget cuts. His colleagues 
outsourced for an investigation and hired private investigators to find him, after 2 years of searching 
one of the detectives who was hired to gather information about where he is, picked up intel about 
what might have happened to him, he recovered his cell phone around Abner Cloud House in Potomac 
River, Washington D.C. from a homeless guys who claimed that Henry gave the phone to him and 
said to not delete anything and keep it close to you at all times, soon after his phone was discovered 
and his old messages were looked into. Detective Armstrong discovered couple of texts he got from 
strangers, threatening his life. Even though his body was never found due to the recent updates about 
his absence, District of Columbia Court  issued a death certificate.  

The tragic news of Henry Armstrong caused immense distress among his colleagues, thousands of 
people around the world show up for his funeral, showing their gratitude and giving condolences to 
friends and family. Soon after the funeral, Steven Gizeh was found dead in his apartment, one of the 
co-founders of One Earth. He left a note saying that he can’t live on this cruel world that took Henry 
from him, exposing that they were secret lovers and the reason that they had to keep it a secret was the 
other co-founders who were against same sex relationships due to their religion and cultural beliefs. 
After the deaths of the co-founders of the organization, slight undetectable changes occurred in the 
organization that was picked up by their followers. In 2027 the organization reached its peak by 
becoming the sole global organization to gather 300 million followers on instagram and reaching 
every content with their message. During its peak year some extremist environmentalists popped up in 
the organization stating that they need to take serious action against people and organizations that are 
harming the world.  

The organization kept being the most popular environmentalist organization between 2027 and 2039, 
governments started to invest and donate to the organization and their cause to save the earth. 

In 2040, three locations around the globe was bombed, Jonesboro, Arkansas, Central Asia-center gas 
pipeline in Uzbekistan, and the oil rig located in the Kara Sea north of Siberia, as a protest would 
show the world that they need to change their ways. The attackers claimed that they were a part of 
One Earth. Co-founders of the organization, David Amari, Will Antoun and Michael Bukhari, held a 
press conference and stated that the organization had no part in those attacks and the attackers that 
claimed to be a part of the organization was unknown and unrelated to the organization. Soon after the 
press conference, co-founders of the organization had disappeared. Two weeks after their 



disappearance, an IGTV video was released on the instagram account, on the video there were three 
men holding guns towards the heads of the founders and claiming that they are the attackers of the 
28th of February attacks. They stated that they have emptied the accounts of the organization and will 
keep the founders as hostage. In their statement they kept repeating that humankind is killing the earth 
with their pollution and usage of oil in many industrialized companies, they announced to the world 
that this was only the beginning of their actions and if the world leaders won't change their ways, they 
won’t stop. 

After the video was released the world was in shock, the leaders of the free world stated that they 
won’t bow down to a group of individuals. The following 10 years, the attackers continued their 
attacks under the name of One Earth, extremist idealists soon joined the organizations and One Earth 
became the biggest eco-terrorist in history. 

Vladimir Putin’s Death and the Aftermath 

In the last quarter of 2025, President of Russian Federation Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin was visiting 
Uzbekistan President Shavkat Mirziyoyev. In his visit, the two presidents were talking about the 
future of Uzbekistan and how Russian Federation could be a part of this growth. The meeting was a 
success and both presidents left the meeting in a better mood. After the meeting Vladimir Putin was 
escorted to Tashkent International Airport to get on the presidential plane ( Ilyushin Il-96-300PU ), 
after the plane took off and reached altitude, the plane gave a warning signal that implicates 
something is wrong with the engines of the plane and there is a fuel leakage. The captain of Ilyushin 
Dimitri Gargarachev made an announcement to the cabin. His last words were; “Наши двигатели не 
работают, и с самолета также произошла утечка топлива, мы вынуждены разбиться о землю на 
предгорьях горы. Готовьтесь.” Which meant, Our engines are not working and there is also a fuel 
leak off the plane, we are forced to crash land on the skirts of the mountain ahead. Brace yourselves. 
Captain of Ilyushin had to crash land the plane in Kazakhstan close to a town called “Жанаорталык, 
Zhanaortalyk”. Due to the rough territory of the area using the landing gear of the plane was not an 
option. Crash report of the plane showed that the plane drifted about 50 meters on the ground and 
caught a spark due to the fuel leakage of the plane and started to burn. The autopsy report on President 
Putin shows that the impact of the plane landing was the cause of his death. Only survivors of the 
crash was  Captain Dimitri Gargarachev, and the second captain Isidor Isidorovich, according to the 
second captain because the first captain was never seen again, nor a body was found. The second 
captain was sent to prison for life due to him being the only suspect for the crash. The interrogation 
report indicates that he was questioned for the crash about a week and he never admit to any charges 
that he was being accused of nonetheless, Russian Federation found him guilty of Vladimir Putin’s 
death and sentenced Isidor Isidorovich for life in prison. After six months from the crash, an old CIA 



agent Emily Burnard, released confidential information about Vladimir Putin’s death to the media 
outlets. The document being redacted only a handful of words were able to be understandable from 
the document. The document was saying that the death of President Putin wasn’t an accident rather an 
assassination. Inside the documents, responsible party for the assasination was redacted and wasn’t 
able to be retrievable. An investigation about the responsible party was started by the Russian 
government but it is unknown that if they ever found the responsible parties on the assasination of 
Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin. 

With the death of Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin, while Chechnya’s President was giving his 
condolences to Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin on his funeral, a chechen nationalist assanites Ramzan 
Kadyrov. Couple days later, Chechnya gives a statement that they will no longer be under the control 
of Russian Federation and announces their independence. Other Caucasus region nations supports 
Chechnya on becoming independent and in any case of an interference from Russian Federation they 
state that they would fight along side Chechnya. Russian Federation deploys their troops to Chechnya 
after two weeks of the funeral and while they are fighting on the border with a joint-army of Caucasus 
whom was able to hold Russian Federation’s army at the borders for two weeks. In the meantime 
Chechnya and North Atlantic Treaty Organization, NATO, were trying to get Chechnya to become a 
NATO member, in a matter of a month after announcing their independence Chechnya became a 
NATO member and under the protection of Article 5.  

With the recent events that has happened in Russian Federation, an economical crisis was inevitable. 
The death of Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin and Chechnya gaining its independence, joining NATO, 
shook Russian Federation’s economy. The unemployment rate went up by 25% and GPA dropped by 
30%. The new administration stated that they would do anything in their power to restore mother 
russia to its glorious state back again. 

A Divided United States of America 

After the election of 2020, Donald J. Trump being elected for his second term caused bigger incidents 
in Democratic party States. The biggest protests happened in Los Angeles-California, New York City-
New York, Las Vegas-Nevada, Charlotte-North Carolina, Chicago-Illinois. One of the biggest rumors 
after the elections was that Governor of California, Gavin Newsom, was secretly talking about 
secession from the United States and becoming a Free State of California. The rumors were quickly 
denied by Governor Gavin Newsom and stated that the United States of America should stay together 
no matter what happens or who runs the country. In his speech he also mentioned that the Country 
doesn’t consist of only the president and gave attention to the working political system of the United 
States and how it can work even with an unqualified president. After his speech the democratic party 
cities slowly stopped protests and the country seemed to gain stability for a while. 



In 2020 elections Cory Booker was beaten by Donald J. Trump and he stated that he would be back 
for 2024 elections. In 2024 elections, Cory Booker has been elected POTUS by defeating his rivals 
with a big difference, by turning some of the republican states to vote for democratic party candidate, 
himself. After his inauguration, Mr. Booker announced his first 100 days and talked about his latest 
gun plan that goes after urban violence which was something he’ve been interested since 2020 
elections. Cory Booker took wanted to the first steps for chances on the 2nd amendment with his 
urban gun violence solutions. But his bill never passed the congress and it caused more distress 
among pro-gun control states and its residents. Due to his lack of success in the office Cory Booker 
does not win a second term on 2028 elections. 

In 2026 Dwayne Johnson runs for the governor's office of Florida and wins the elections. He is known 
to be an independent voter and he won the office by running independent. Later in 2028 he ran in the 
presidential elections as a Democrat party candidate and he was elected the new United States 
president. In his first 100 days plans statement, he included 2nd amendment changes/restrictions and 
talked about how there should be some restrictions to the gun laws in America. He gave examples 
from school shootings and how easy it is to obtain a firearm. He said, “You could by an assault rifle in 
Walmart. Walmart! It is a place that kids goes with their parents. Everyday! If we don’t change 
something in this country we will never grow and become a better nation. The gun violence needs to 
stop in America. Although, his speech moved most of the country some of the states were not happy 
about his plans for the second amendment and did not stay silent Governors of Texas, New Mexico 
and Arizona stated their concerns about the new bill and the changes on the 2nd amendment. After 
working on the bill for a year, on the last quarter of 2030 the bill passed by the vice president’s tie-
breaking vote. The bill passage upset a lot of people from the republican states and even uprisings 
happened in Texas, New Mexico and Arizona. The uprisings continued over three weeks before US 
Marshals had to get involved in order to stop the uprisings. 

In 2031, the Make-a-Wish foundation reached Dwayne Jhonson once again to make a dying kids 
dream come true. During his hospital visit Dwayne Johnson insisted to keep secret service at a 
distance to have a sincere moment with 11-year old Cindy, who had an unknown disease which was 
unable to be treated. He didn’t even let secret service to check the hospital room for security measures 
saying, “I don’t want a 11-year old being traumatized by the secret service. In the room, it was only 
him, and the parents of the child. While he was giving the child a hug on her deathbed, he was shot 
from a distance by a sniper. The shot was lethal and he died immediately.  After the assination of 
Dwayne Johnson, stock market values starts to drop rapidly and stock market was forced to shut down 
for a day. Even before the assasination of the president, the US economy was already suffering and 
the with the assination of Dwayne Johnson it hit all time low since the 9/11 attacks in 2001. For the 
rest of the term his vice president Tom Hanks was the acting president until the 2032 elections. 



After the elections of 2032 and Deval Patrick became the president of the United States. As a 
governor, he was focused on economic development and innovation, and made Massachusetts a hub 
for life science jobs. He took what he learned in  Massachusetts and applied to the whole nation in 
order to stabilize the economy. He went on to serve for a second term after being elected again in the 
2036 elections. In his eight years of service, Deval Patrick put America’s economy in to a stabilized 
state. 


